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The 5G services require a network with "high bandwidth and ultra-low latency." High bandwidth can be enabled by wider frequency bands. To achieve ultra-low latency, however, network operators have come up with the concept of "mobile edge." By leveraging mobile edge, we can deliver novel 5G applications that can benefit from sub 10msec latency, such as cloud XR, cloud gaming, connected cars, cloud robots.

While providing ultra-low latency itself is useful, this does not fully justify the cost of deployment of numerous edge sites. In fact, it is not difficult to see mobile edge provides a couple of additional benefits: (1) huge volumes of data (that may be generated by, for example, connected cars) can be processed at the edge instead of sending them to a remote data center, which is extremely costly; (2) mission-critical and sensitive data from a smart factory or hospital can be processed at the edge without leaving the site. By enabling edge data processing and local security, mobile edge provides a unique opportunity for mobile service providers to bring new values to its B2C and B2B customers.

In this keynote, I propose that mobile edge should be “programmable” and “cloud native.” This does not mean just running a few VMs at the edge site. At SKT we are developing its mobile edge as a fully functioning cloud. SKT’s MEC or “mobile edge cloud” will provide virtualized infrastructure with Kubernetes, serverless, and service mesh support. We are also pairing our MEC with public clouds so that our users have options to quickly build new applications using widely understood cloud APIs and services. In addition, we will provide our unique service assets, such as telco APIs, natural language processing, real-time data processing, etc. “as a service” to developers so they can quickly build something that was truly not possible before.

I will conclude this talk by presenting several early use cases that we are developing on 5G MEC with our partners.
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